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It is clear that the amount of backwardness is indicated more
satisfactorily by this ratio than by the absolute difference
between the mental and chronological ages. Terman attached
the following meanings to the various values of the intelligence
quotient:
Above 14.0        .,        .    * Near' genius or genius
120-140        .         .    Very superior intelligence
no-120        .         .    Superior intelligence   *
90-110        .         .    Normal or average intelligence
80- 90        .         .    Dullness, rarely classified as feeble-
mindedness
70- 80        .         „    Border-line deficiency, sometimes
classifiable as dullness,, often as
feeble-mindedness
Below 70        .         .    Definite feeble-mindedness
50—70        .         .    Morons or high-class imbeciles
20 or 25-50        .        .    Imbeciles
Below 20 or 25        .        .    Idiots
One great drawback to the use of the Binet and Terman
scales is the time required to apply them. This was not so
serious when they were used for exceptional individuals only,
but when their more general usefulness was realized it became
necessary to find quicker methods. Mental tests were applied
on a vast scale when America entered the War. Her psy-
chologists, given the task of sorting out recruits into pos-
sible officers, non-commissioned officers, privates, and rejects,
compiled series of written tests which involved the higher
mental functions, and were independent, as far as possible,
of specialized knowledge. These tests were applied to large
numbers of people simultaneously, and their success was
amazing. Psychologists thus acquired confidence in the
* group test,* which usually consists of a large number of
short questions printed in the form of a booklet; the questions
often have a number of alternative answers attached, from
which the candidate is required to select the correct one. In
England they have been used in scholarship examinations as

